INDIVIDUALLY FOR YOU

HANDCRAFTED
KITCHENS
M A D E I N B R I TA I N

As a UK leader in the manufacture and design of bespoke handcrafted kitchens, let our
brochure guide you through eleven beautiful ranges, and inspire you to make your dream
kitchen a reality.
Our attention to detail and material sourcing is what defines us, coupled with a
personalised approach to design and installation. Rest assured that our team of experts
are on hand to guide you through the process from beginning to end.
All of our kitchens are made from scratch in the UK, using the latest technology whilst
incorporating traditional handcrafted techniques. This guarantees expert carpentry,
which is perfect for those finishing touches and the secret to what makes each
kitchen unique.
Sit back, take delight in our stunning collections, and we look forward to welcoming you
to one of our showrooms soon.

CONTEMPORARY

RANGE

CLASSIC

CONTEMPORARY

Driven by traditional craftsmanship, our Classic collection invites you to create your very own
timeless masterpiece. From solid wood grains to smooth painted doors, relive a bit of history and
relish in Georgian beauty.

The clean lines of the matt and gloss finishes for our Contemporary range offer
minimalist chic with integrated functionality. Whether you prefer bold statements or subtle
highlights, transform your space into a modernist sanctuary.

04. DORCHESTER

24. LINEA

08. GAWSWORTH

28. STRATFORD

12. COBHAM

32. NAPOLI

16. WICKHAM

36. GENOA

20. BOSTON

40. ROMA
44. MAINE

48. DOOR FINSIHES
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DORCHESTER
Our Dorchester range is where innovation meets traditional craftsmanship, merging classical country
with elegant modernism. Attention to detail defines a Dorchester kitchen, and when it comes to finishing
touches, such as smooth painted shaker doors or curved pilasters, we know what matters most.
Less is beautifully more with this classic design. Rich tones will lift this kitchen out of the walls, guaranteed
to have a lasting impression on all your guests.
Authentic touches, such as traditional chic cornicing and curved in-frame wooden cupboards, sit beautifully
within understated cabinetry. Available in a variety of hand-painted woods, find the perfect shade to suit
your personality and set the mood.

Shown here in Antique Green & Natural European Oak.
The Dorchester range is available in both In-frame and Lay-on styles. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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In-frame design

CLASSIC

DORCHESTER
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To create space and soak up plenty of daylight. Stick to subtle tones
for a clean and airy feel, using features such as brass handles to lead
the eye around the space.

Shaker style door detail. Shown here in
our painted wood finish. Also available
in a smooth finish. See page 55.
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CLASSIC

The butlers pantry; a perfect storage
solution to keep clutter out of sight.

DORCHESTER
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GAWSWORTH
For those that prefer a contemporary twist on the classic shaker style, the Gawsworth collection sticks to
the principles of traditional design but with playful hints of modernism.
Bold lines and thick cuts reinforce the strength and stability of the furniture, so you can rest assured that
the quality and expertise worked into this model will last not years, but generations.
Passion is at the core of our design process. Stunning features such as butt hinges and bespoke glass door
cabinets are just some of the delightful aspects we’ve incorporated into this range. To fulfil that country
essence, accessorise with a belfast sink or stone floor.

Shown here in Pippy Oak & Pebble.
The Gawsorth range is available in both In-frame and Lay-on styles. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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In-frame design

CLASSIC

GAWSWORTH
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Our Natural European Oak and Pebble paint finish create a subtle
tone of luxury in this classic design. Compliment deep hues with
handles in natural metals such as brushed nickel or copper.

Gawsorths bevelled edge door detail.
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CLASSIC

Conceal cutlery and maximise space
with an internal drawer.

GAWSWORTH
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COBHAM
A Cobham kitchen captures true British rural spirit while offering style and practicality. Daylight will dance
around warm tones and natural materials, such as our solid woods, to bring that essence of the outdoors
under your roof.
Carefully handcrafted shaker style doors, made from scratch by our carpenters, give the furniture an
authentic finish within this timeless design.
Available in a range of timber and painted finishes, the option of Natural Oak or a modern colour twist is at
your heart’s desire. If you’re passionate about the touch and texture of your surfaces, you’ll love the wood
grain that makes this option a true sensory experience.

Shown here in Natural European Oak & Nightfall. Showing the Lay-on style on the wall units & In-frame on the island.
The Cobham range is available in both In-frame and Lay-on styles. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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In-frame design

CLASSIC

COBHAM
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CLASSIC

COBHAM
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WICKHAM
The kitchen is the heart of every home, and that’s precisely why we love the welcoming arms of our
Wickham collection. Let nature into your space with natural warm timbers, which work beautifully against
tones of white and grey.
Natural light will soak up the tall cabinetry to create a spacious room, perfect for relaxing in or hosting
family gatherings. Traditional beauty is at this collection’s core. Graceful Georgian features, such as raised
and fielded doors, bring a sense of elegance as standard that reflect the high quality craftsmanship that
goes into creating each kitchen.
Convenience is key, and an island complete with inset cupboards provides that perfect balance between
functionality and luxury.

Shown here in Natural European Oak & Grey Dew.
The Wickham range is available in both In-frame and Lay-on styles. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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In-frame design

CLASSIC

WICKHAM
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Everyone should feel at home in a Wickham kitchen. Subtle painted
tones paired with Natural Oak, will extend the gentle nature of this
design. Experiment using two tones in the cabinetry to highlight your
favourite pieces.

Wickhams Intricate door detail. Shown
here as an In-frame door.
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CLASSIC

Showcase your favourite ceramics using
a glass door cabinet.

WICKHAM
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BOSTON
The Boston collection is the perfect economical solution that offers value with practical style. Functionality
is at the heart of this collection. Vinyl wrapped doors in a range of matt finishes mean this easy to maintain
option is perfect for little sticky fingers or mucky paws alike.
Bring a touch of historic luxury into your home with classic features, such as shaker doors and solid wood
work surfaces. Or inject a playful edge using the shapes and lines of your furniture to build something truly
original, just like you.
Treat yourself to a piece of practical design with this versatile kitchen, which promises to stand the test of
time and become a dependable part of your home.

Shown here in White & Fjord Green (super matt).
The Boston range is available as a Lay-on only. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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CLASSIC

21

Our carefully chosen range of matt finishes work in harmony
together, so you can really have some fun creating your look. White
paired with our Fjord green will look stunning, and will add a modern
edge to a classic style.

Bostons Smooth door detail adds a
delicate transition in the design.
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CLASSIC

Make a feature of your kitchen island /
breakfast bar with a sleek ceramic hob.

BOSTON
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LINEA
Fresh, bright and sleek, this range provides busy lives with a sanctuary to come home to. Its numerous
finishes, available in smooth or grained, create a light airy feel, perfect for entertaining or enjoying a quiet
bit of solace.
Simplicity in design is carried through to the finer details, such as the urban handle-less trim option
available on cupboard doors. Mix and match your design with our range of matt tones and wood grains,
finishing it all off with our colour-matched carcases, that compliment this collection perfectly. Longevity is
key to this range, constructed from strong durable materials.
Treasured accessories such as oversized lighting give balance to the simplicity of design.

Shown here in Stone Grey (smooth) & Natural Halifax Oak (grained). Also showing the Handleless ‘Urban handle’.
The Linea range is available as a Lay-on only. See page 54-55.

SEAMLESS DESIGNS

COLOUR MATCHED

The Linea range is available with a selection of handles to compliment
the design. If you prefer the seamless look though, then we also have
the ‘Urban handle’, that creates a seamless handleless look.

Our Linea range is available with a matching
carcase, so that you can have a seamless finish
throughout your design.

Lay-on design
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CONTEMPORARY

LINEA
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With a beautiful selection of wood grains and matt finishes this
collection allows you to play with all textures. Get adventurous and try
smooth tones of Stone Grey against our Natural Halifax Oak.

The urban handle is sleek and concealed, shown here in brushed silver.
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CONTEMPORARY

LINEA
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STRATFORD
The Stratford range is the perfect blank canvas for those who desire to incorporate their
own personal marks. Take advantage of our painted wood doors, choosing from a large range
of standard colours or matched to any RAL finish.
Simplicity in furniture design allows further textures to be brought in without overcrowding
the feel, such as marble flooring or granite stonework surfaces in contrasting hues. If you’re at
the beginning of building a home, this will provide the ideal foundation to starting your journey
with simplicity and authenticity combined.

Shown here in Calico.
Next page: Shown in Slate & Calico.
The Stratford range is available in both In-frame and Lay-on styles. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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In-frame design

CONTEMPORARY

STRATFORD
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Incorporate muted colour patterns with rustic materials, and use
the selection of painted or wood finishes to build a home with an
urban undertone. Pairing two complimenting tones works perfectly
in this design.

Revolutionising the way we use a kitchen with clever storage. Organise the
smallest and largest pieces with ease using a two-tiered drawer systems.
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CONTEMPORARY

STRATFORD
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NAPOLI
We know time is of the essence, and that’s why the high gloss finishes available in this collection provide
luxury design with low maintenance. The Napoli range will effortlessly transform your space into an
ultra-modern bliss.
An experience not to be forgotten, its stylish cabinetry and steel bar handles provide a bold statement,
giving this kitchen a grandiose presence.
Let the latest technological accessories unfold in a feature island complete with modern extractor hoods.
From stylish finishes to flexible compartments, the sophistication worked into this design make it the
perfect choice for any city pad.

Shown here in White (gloss).
The Napoli range is available as a Lay-on only. See page 54-55.

SEAMLESS DESIGNS
The Linea range is available with a selection of handles to compliment
the design. If you prefer the seamless look though, then we also have
the ‘Urban handle’, that creates a seamless handleless look.
Lay-on design
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CONTEMPORARY

NAPOLI
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CONTEMPORARY

NAPOLI
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GENOA
Step into urban utopia in this ultra-stylish collection that fuses the latest trends with personality and
elegance. Exaggerate your space using gloss finishes, or for a subtle effect, try our selection of super
matt colours available in couture tones of grey.
Inspired by Nordic design, the face of this collection is simple, sleek and compact. Work surfaces are
maximised, space is opened up and integrated storage mean that this kitchen can be clutter free.
With a charisma to match its confidence, invite this high-end design into your home and
prepare to be besotted by its charm.

Shown here in Graphite & White (super matt). Also showing the Handleless ‘Urban handle’.
Next page: Shown in Dakar (gloss).
The Genoa range is available as a Lay-on only. See page 54-55.

SEAMLESS DESIGNS
The Linea range is available with a selection of handles to compliment
the design. If you prefer the seamless look though, then we also have
the ‘Urban handle’, that creates a seamless handleless look.
Lay-on design
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CONTEMPORARY

GENOA
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CONTEMPORARY

GENOA
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ROMA
Roma is simple but far from plain. Indulge in minimalist chic in a collection that will leave you charmed.
Handleless doors add to this collection’s magic, keeping simplicity at the forefront of its design.
Clean sweeping lines and soft curves orchestrate a delight for the eye. Explore and extend the space
with panels of copper and steel, which work as beautifully in daylight as they do under candlelight suppers.
Integrated features such as a stainless steel twin oven and soft close cabinets moulds this collection’s
ethos into its design. Step into tomorrow with this no frills approach and leave the clutter of
yesterday behind.

Shown here in Cream (matt) with Fjord Green shelving (from the Linea range).
The Roma range is available as a Lay-on only. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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CONTEMPORARY

ROMA
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Create a look that effuses complete elegance by combining hues
of High Gloss against bold matt finishes. This design shouts out
simplicity, so by using subtle neutral tones for your base palette,
highlighted with bolder accents, will really make this design a
centrepiece in the home.

Compliment the sleek doors with elegant work surfaces. Shown here in gloss.
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CONTEMPORARY

ROMA

43

MAINE
Find peace and tranquillity in this Asian-inspired haven whatever time of day. Inspired by natural wood
grains, this range is the happy medium between modern intervention and traditional style.
The simple yet stylish features of this collection will not disappoint. Let subtle shades of the Light Grey
finish work in harmony against handles in soft-brushed steel.
Use the pockets of storage space incorporated into the design to showcase your personality, whether it’s
a bespoke piece of art or a prized antique. Add statements using natural metals against the understated
grains of cashmere to balance the entire room.

Shown here in Cashmere.
Next page: Shown in Stone grey & Cashmere.
The Maine range is available as a Lay-on only. See page 54-55.

Lay-on design
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CONTEMPORARY

MAINE
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Beautiful yet understated, the Maine door design allows its simple
grain detail to make it stand out. Let the light in using our delightful
range of finishes painted over the wood grain.

Multiple directional wood grains
accentuate this design.
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CONTEMPORARY

MAINE
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Dorchester, Gawsworth, Cobham, Wickham and Stratford

White

Pearl

Cream

Calico

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

Pebble

Chalk

Mussel

Oyster

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

Light Grey

Meadow

Cashmere

Autumn Meadow

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

Natural Stone

Cottage Green

Grey Dew

Dakar

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

COMPLETE YOUR LOOK
Once you’ve chosen the perfect range to suit you, it’s time to let the fun begin!

(Smooth & Grained)

From preparing the wood, to choosing the perfect grain from our collection, the human touch
remains central to the process. Our range of finishes will bring as much tactile delight as they
will visual, because a kitchen is lived and breathed in – as well as bringing delight to the eye.
Each range has its own carefully picked palette that works in harmony, so explore with matts
and gloss, grain and painted, and bring your space to life.

Stone Grey

Dust Grey

Slate

Antique Green

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

Natural
European Oak**

Gun Powder

Nightfall

Pippy Oak*

(Smooth & Grained)

(Smooth & Grained)

(Natural wood state)

(Natural wood state)

Note: ‘Grained’ refers to painted wooden doors with the grain still visible, creating a textured feel.
‘Smooth’ refers to texture free painted doors, creating a perfectly smooth end result.
* Pippy Oak is available for the Cobham and Gawsworth ranges.
** Natural European Oak is available for Cobham, Dorchester, Gawsworth, Stratford and Wickham ranges.
*** Walnut is available for Cobham, Dorchester, Gawsworth and Wickham ranges.

Walnut***
(Natural wood state)
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Note: All colours / finishes are representative. Due to print these will not exactly match the finished product.
To see these finishes please speak to your local showroom where your kitchen designer will happily help.
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Linea

Napoli

Alabaster White

Porcelain

Mussel

Cashmere

White

Cream

Light Grey

Beige

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

Light Grey

Pebble Grey

Dakar

Fjord Green

Medium Grey

Dark Grey

Metallic Blue

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

Lava Grey

Metallic Grey

Metallic Silver

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

Light Wood
Zebrano

Stone Grey

Graphite Grey

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

(Smooth & Grained)
(Matt only)

Dust Grey

(Smooth only)
(Matt only)

(Smooth only)
(Matt only)

Metallic Beige
(Gloss)

Blackwood Ash
(Gloss)

(Gloss)

Roma

Grey
Bardolino Oak
(Grained detail)

Sand
Gladstone Oak
(Grained detail)

Natural
Halifax Oak
(Grained detail)

Grey Beige
Gladstone Oak
(Grained detail)

Tobacco
Halifax Oak

Grey
Nebraska Oak

Graphite Grey
Fleetwood

Sepia
Gladstone Oak

(Grained detail)

(Grained detail)

(Grained detail)

(Grained detail)

White

Cream

Cashmere

Stone

(High Gloss & Matt)

(High Gloss & Matt)

(High Gloss & Matt)

(High Gloss & Matt)

Light Grey

Anthracite

Porcelain

Pavilion

(High Gloss & Matt)

(High Gloss & Matt)

(High Gloss)

(High Gloss)

COLOUR MATCHED
Our Linea range is available with a matching carcase, so that you can have a seamless finish throughout your design.
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Note: All colours / finishes are representative. Due to print these will not exactly match the finished product.
To see these finishes please speak to your local showroom where your kitchen designer will happily help.

Note: All colours / finishes are representative. Due to print these will not exactly match the finished product.
To see these finishes please speak to your local showroom where your kitchen designer will happily help.
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Maine

Genoa

Cashmere

White

Cream

Mussel

Dakar

Porcelain

Alabaster White

Mussel

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

(Gloss)

(Matt)

(Matt)

(Matt)

(Matt)

Metallic Blue

Stone Grey
(Gloss)

Metallic
Anthracite

Mira Cosa

(Gloss)

Light Grey

Dakar

Pebble

Fjord Green

(Gloss)

(Matt)

(Matt)

(Matt)

(Matt)

(Gloss)

Black

White

Mussel

Cashmere

Stone Grey

Graphite

(Gloss)

(Super Matt)

(Super Matt)

(Super Matt)

(Matt)

(Matt)

STANDARD CARCASE FINISHES
Dove Grey

Arctic Grey

Fjord Green

Graphite

(Super Matt & Gloss)

(Super Matt)

(Super Matt)

(Super Matt)

White

Boston

Grey Linen

Titanium

Natural
Lancaster Oak
(Compliments Natural
European Oak)

White

Mussel

Dove Grey

Cashmere

(Super Matt)

(Super Matt)

(Super Matt)

(Super Matt)

Winchester Oak
(Compliments Pippy Oak)

Tobacco Aida
Walnut
(Compliments Walnut)

Fjord Green

Ivory

Dakar

Stone Grey

(Super Matt)

(Matt)

(Matt)

(Matt)
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Note: All colours / finishes are representative. Due to print these will not exactly match the finished product.
To see these finishes please speak to your local showroom where your kitchen designer will happily help.

Note: All colours / finishes are representative. Due to print these will not exactly match the finished product.
To see these finishes please speak to your local showroom where your kitchen designer will happily help.
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MODERN CLASSICS

ADDED LITTLE DETAILS

All designs need to evolve and with it we move forward in life. But, there are times when a
design is born and we keep hold of it. Our Classic collection are designs of the past, where
we have added a modern approach to them.

Our range of finishes will bring you a visual delight in your home, and because a kitchen
is lived and breathed in it is an entirely personal space. Each range has its own carefully
picked palette, but if you still fancy creating a difference then our Classic doors have an
added little perk.

Available in both a ‘Lay-on’ design or ‘In-frame’ design all of our Classic door ranges (and
our Stratford range from Contemporary) have the opportunity to be styled as you see fit.
The ‘Lay-on’ style is a door which sits to the front of the carcass with no visible frame
surrounding it, creating a slightly more contemporary feel. The ‘In-frame’ is the exact
opposite and uses the frame to encapsulate the doors, creating a more classic look.

Lay-on design

In-frame design

All of our painted finishes in the Classic range (and our Stratford range from
Contemporary) can be painted directly onto our Oak doors, leaving a grained texture
to the end result. Alternatively you can the same colours as a smooth finish, leaving a
perfectly smooth result.
Your kitchen, you home, your choice.
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Note: All colours / finishes are representative. Due to print these will not exactly match the finished product.
To see these finishes please speak to your local showroom where your kitchen designer will happily help.
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Now you’ve seen our selection of kitchens on offer, please come and visit
one of our showrooms to experience the true delight of our bespoke
designs and service for yourself.
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RANGE

HANDCRAFTED KITCHENS

M A D E I N B R I TA I N

Winchester Showroom

Andover Showroom

Unit 2, Sun Valley Business Park,
Winnall Close, Winchester
Hampshire, SO23 0LB

136-137, The Commercial Centre
Picket Piece, Andover
Hampshire, SP11 6RU

Tel: 01962 890000

Tel: 01264 334111

winchester@silverbrowkitchens.co.uk

andover@silverbrowkitchens.co.uk

silverbrowkitchens.co.uk

